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Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your
credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. To hide it,
choose Ship in Amazon packaging at checkout.Please try again.Please try again.Please try again
later.Show details In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Dual Cartridge Capacity, 261 Thrust Ratio; 11 or 21 Mix
Ratio Register a free business account Please try your search again later.Bulk Capacity, 181 Th.
Manufacturer Video Videos for related products 208 Click to play video BELAROKO Sausage
Caulking Gun BIDE Videos for related products 206 Click to play video Caulking Tool Kit TWEI
Videos for related products 126 Click to play video ORXPLUS TOOLS 10pcs Caulking Tool Kit
Silicone Finishing Tool for Bathroom Kitchen Window Sink ORX PLUS TOOLS Videos for related
products 054 Click to play video YOBZUO 3 in 1 Silicone Caulking Tools YOBZUO Videos for related
products 125 Click to play video ORXPLUS TOOLS Silicone Remover Scraper Sealant, Caulk
Caulking Grout Removal Tool with Durable Manufacturer Video Videos for related products 127
Click to play video ORXPLUS TOOLS Caulk Nozzle, Applicator, Silicone Caulking Tools 6.5R, 10R,
13R Manufacturer Video Next page Upload your video Video Customer Review The 10 Best Caulking
Guns See full review Ezvid Wiki Onsite Associates Program The singlefluted cutting edge that you
will find on the UniBit step drills helps assure true round holes and allows greater control. They are
constructed of industrial grade high speed steel and heat treated to assure maximum durability. The
UniBit step drill has 3 flatted shanks, which prevents slipping in drill chuck. The multiple steps on
each UniBit eliminates the need to maintain a toolbox full of specific size drill bits. For more
information go to
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.http://www.karmatara.org.np/userfiles/cruz-roja-colombiana-manual-prim
eros-auxilios.xml

3m manual applicator, 3m manual applicator gun, 3m manual applicator gun 08117,
3m manual applicator 600m, 3m manual applicator cartridge gun 200ml, 3m 08571
manual applicator gun, 3m 400ml manual applicator gun, 3m epx manual applicator,
3m performance manual applicator, 3m epx manual applicator gun, 3m manual
applicator, 3m manual applicator, 3m manual applicator gun, 3m manual applicator
600m, 3m manual applicator, 3m manual applicator gun, 3m manual applicator
600m.

In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. Please try again later. TJ 3.0 out of 5 stars This is NOT designed to work with
smaller 50ml cartridges. The little plastic unit will work with multiple cartridges but this technically
will not. I made it work on the 3M 50ml unit by removing the plastic foot from the end of the two
closest pressure rods. It works good enough. Even the 3M site shows the image of two different
models when you search the part number. The unit is otherwise quite nice.Sure, it is expensive, but
this 3M gun does a solid job. I was originally trying to find one locally to borrow or rent, but to no
avail.glad I ended up buying it. The gun itself seems to be of a high quality and performed flawlessly.
I would recommend this method over welding in most applications and will definitely keep this
forfuture use.Recommend it over the cheaper units. We don’t share your credit card details with
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thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon
packaging at checkout.Please try again.Please try again.Show details In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Dual
Cartridge Capacity, 261 Thrust Ratio; 11 or 21 Mix Ratio Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.Bulk Capacity, 181
Th.http://www.dancemastersvdlinden.nl/data/cruz-tablet-t301-user-manual.xml

Manufacturer Video Videos for related products 208 Click to play video BELAROKO Sausage
Caulking Gun BIDE Videos for related products 206 Click to play video Caulking Tool Kit TWEI
Videos for related products 126 Click to play video ORXPLUS TOOLS 10pcs Caulking Tool Kit
Silicone Finishing Tool for Bathroom Kitchen Window Sink ORX PLUS TOOLS Videos for related
products 054 Click to play video YOBZUO 3 in 1 Silicone Caulking Tools YOBZUO Videos for related
products 128 Click to play video BELAROKO Air Caulking Gun BIDE Videos for related products 125
Click to play video ORXPLUS TOOLS Silicone Remover Scraper Sealant, Caulk Caulking Grout
Removal Tool with Durable Manufacturer Video Videos for related products 127 Click to play video
ORXPLUS TOOLS Caulk Nozzle, Applicator, Silicone Caulking Tools 6.5R, 10R, 13R Manufacturer
Video Next page Upload your video Video Customer Review The 10 Best Caulking Guns See full
review Ezvid Wiki Onsite Associates Program Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate
out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous
heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a
raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the
ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try
again later. THUMPER 5.0 out of 5 stars Can you get one for cheaper that works, yes. Do you need
this specific gun to use the 3m products, no. With that being said I believe that anyone who does
spend the money on this gun, once they hold it in there hand and use it will say ok yeah its worth it.
The gun just has a good, quality feel. The finish is great all around so if you want one that looks nice
then your set with this. You will feel the quality when you hold it, its a very solid and sturdy piece,
not super heavy or anything but definitely sturdy.

All the moving parts are very smooth you are supposed to lube them prior to use, and of course the
most important part, it pushes out a perfectly even 11 mix at any quantity you want. Its super easy
to clean as well. In my opinion, if this is something you want to last you so you can have it for a long
time, this is the gun you want. If you just want one that will get one job done then toss, go ahead and
get a cheaper one no problem it will get your job done.I paid for a new item so I should get a new
item. I posted some pictures and you can see the residue all over the gun, theres no denying this
item is used. Delivery was fast no other complaints so far. I will have to use the gun and update my
review later on.The action of the tool is smooth as silk, and makes dispensing material from the
cartridges with precision exceptionally simple.It works awesome, very well made. Tips; for related
3m epoxy found on line but not in manual. Suggest getting extra applicators unless youre using it all
at once. Keep old applicator in place as a cap seal and replace with new next time. Heat gun cures it
fast.No, it was a genuine 3M gun made in China, of course. We replaced sills on my sons car with no
fuss thanks to this gun and related glue.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Kinda
expensive for what it is but 3M adhesives are the best and you need this to dispense them.so bite the
bullet. Used to dispense 7333 structural adhesive, worked perfect.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again A real bargain.Sorry, we
failed to record your vote. Please try again. Click for details Click here to see all 20 categories.
Please check your search terms and try again or Shop By Category All rights reserved. Please
choose a different delivery location.Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission.

We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to
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others. Please try again.Terms apply.After purchase, you will receive an email with further
information. Terms and Conditions apply. Learn more. Amazon Business For businessexclusive
pricing, quantity discounts and downloadable VAT invoices. Create a free account Representative
21.9% APR variable. Credit offered by NewDay Ltd, over 18s only, subject to status. Terms apply.In
order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. For lower volume applications, choose the 37 ml, 45 ml or
50 ml dispenser. For higher volumes, select the 200 ml, 400 ml or 490 ml dispenser.Taking the
stresses of tough duty generations of rigid, flexible, and toughened formulations have met changing
design and production requirements for industries ranging from aerospace and appliances to
sporting goods and electronics.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings
based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account
factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors
that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Sorry, we failed to record your vote. You can label items for
specific projects, forWorks in a mix ratio of 181. Supports a 400 ml, 600 ml sausage. This applicator
gun is packaged 1 per case. Click to close out this message Please check your search terms and try
again or View all Categories Please check your search terms and try again or View all Categories.
We cant connect to the server for this app or website at this time. There might be too much traffic or
a configuration error.

Try again later, or contact the app or website owner. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Because automobiles can experience significant
temperature extremes from bitter cold to blistering hot, its important to use an adhesive thats
specially made to handle these rigors. Our adhesive also offers strength to withstand shocks that
come from vehicles driving over rough roads. The adhesive also holds strong when exposed to
common soap solutions and cleaning products used in cars and boats. This fast curing rate means
the item being bonded does not have to be held in place long before it can support itself, which
saves the automotive repair technician time and effort. Our all purpose adhesive offers good
adhesion to EPDM rubber, plasticized vinyl, metal, glass and other impervious materials. With such
versatility, our one glue works for most quick fix gluing needs, reducing the need to stock multiple
adhesive products. Also available for Direct Shipment when ordered in case quantities. Monday, Aug
17Friday, Aug 14Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. We
don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to
others. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon packaging at checkout. To hide it, choose Ship in Amazon
packaging at checkout. Please try again.Show details In order to navigate out of this carousel, please
use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business
account Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business account to
purchase Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.The 3M
Premium Manual Applicator is designed for use with all 3M 200 mL cartridges containing bonding
agents requiring a 11 mix.

Each 3M Standard Manual Applicator features heavy duty metal construction and roddriven
operation for balanced dispensing from 200 mL cartridges. It is very versatile, suitable for jobs
requiring either 11 or 21 mix ratios. For larger jobs, 3M offers a Performance Manual Applicator for
use with 400 mL cartridges. A smaller version works with either 50 mL or 37.5 mL
cartridges.Featuring smaller sizes, seamless use with 3M cartridges and easily replaceable
components such as plungers and mixing nozzles, our manual applicators help technicians become
more portable and more versatile without sacrificing quality of work. These applicators are big part
of the science that extends your capabilities.Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate
out of this carousel, please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous



heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings using a machine learned model instead of a raw
data average. The machine learned model takes into account factors including the age of a review,
helpfulness votes by customers and whether the reviews are from verified purchases. Please try
again later.Easy to useI was very pleased with how easy this was to use and how solid it seemed to
operate. I was able to complete the task of installing new clips onto the metal frame of my car to
hold down the side windshield plastic cover that goes between the metal frame and the windshield.
It was accurate and dispensed well without issues. I went slow on the dispensing of the epoxy. There
is no reason I can see why this should cost this much money but you dont have a choice if you want
to use the epoxy cartridge. It is a good product, just realize you are being overcharged big time. In
my case having the Honda dealer do it would have likely cost me twice as much and I would have the
tool so it was still a good deal for me.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Cant
imagine using the adhesive without the applicator.

Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Which was the only reason I bought this one.
Mine came with 2 identical copies of the same plunger neither of which was the one I’d bought it for.
Technically works fine. It’s otherwise identical to several generic models available for lower cost
here on Amazon.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again When that happens, the epoxy
component is going back up inside the gun mechanism unknown to the user. So you are then using
epoxy that is never going to cure. And the gun will end up in the trash along with the cartridge. You
just have to be real careful to squeeze gently. 3m said just tell the distributor and get it replaced, but
the Amazon sellers have short return limits and will use them to blow off any responsibility to help.
Its a good system, but with a design flaw, that requires you to be very careful to avoid learning about
the hard way. 3m seemed willing to help but the Amazon sellers just blew it off.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Would love to talk to someone about the product but the only
options are to return or write a review so here I am. Are the cartariges suppose to be exactly the
same. The product is useable but very disappointed!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again If youre using a high grade industrial epoxy like the 3M line, you need this gun and the mixing
tubes. Well worth the investment.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Did not
function properly or evenly. Ended up taking the mixing nozzle off, and pushing the glue out by hand
onto a piece of cardboard, manually mixing, then using a brush to apply. And it was way over priced,
even if it had worked.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. For use with both 11 and 21 for 200 mL
and 400 mL cartridges and 101 for 250 mL cartridges.For use with both 11 and 21 for 200 mL and
400 mL cartridges and 101 for 250 mL cartridges. Tips sold separately.

For use with both 11 and 21 for 200 mL and 400 mL cartridges and 101 for 250 mL cartridges. Tips
sold separately. Requires 200ml EPX applicator gun to dispense.Use this tube with our Modular
Connector System to create complex structures. We offer one free cut to reduce length and save on
your shipping costs.By using our services, you agree to our use of cookies. Mix and apply two part
adhesives. Apply in industrial, metalworking and transportation applications You are already
subscribed. Please try again later.Please try again.Amazon calculates a products star ratings based
on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors
including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers and factors that
establish reviewer trustworthiness. Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Overall yes.
I got it for the higher ration that helps with Urethane.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Heavy
Duty metal construction. Rod Driven for balanced product dispensing.This product is easy sanding
and formulated for excellent featheredge.The primary use is to replace quarter panels, roofs, box
sides, van sides, utility vehicle sides and door skins. By continuing to browse the site you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. This item is normally in stock for delivery within 2 working days. Please
upgrade your browser to improve your experience. For an accurate delivery estimation please
contact your local branch. The remaining products will be ordered and delivered as soon as we



receive them. You can simply remove the item from your cart. You have no obligation to purchase
the product once you know the price. Get Details. Take a look at the features for 3M Manual
Applicator. Application Manual Applicator, Mixing Ratio 101, For Use With 490mL Cartridges.
Please try again.Please try again.

In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post
anyway.The 3M Premium Manual Applicator is designed for use with all 3M 200 mL cartridges
containing bonding agents requiring a 11 mix. These applicators are big part of the science that
extends your capabilities.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings using a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The machine learned model takes into account factors including the
age of a review, helpfulness votes by customers and whether the reviews are from verified
purchases. Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Easy to useSorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again I was very pleased with how easy this was to use and how solid it
seemed to operate. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of
this website. Our applicator mixes and applies two part adhesives. It’s commonly used in industrial,
metalworking and transportation applications. Use with both 11 and 21 200 ml cartridges.
Instructions By continuing to use this site, you accept these cookies. Close. Place your order based
on product description and specification. For higher volumes, select the 200 mL, 400 mL or 490mL
dispenser. For lower volume applications, choose the 37mL, 45 mL or 50mL dispenser. For higher
volumes, select the 200 mL, 400 mL or 490mL dispenser. Bringing Better Ideas to the Surface
through Science and Innovation In our 3M Industrial Adhesives and Tapes Division, we apply the
science of adhesion to deliver innovative solutions that improve the design and manufacturing
processes of companies around the world. In the end, our technologies help customers like you
deliver competitive products to the market faster and more efficiently. For lower volume
applications, choose the 37mL, 45 mL or 50mL dispenser.

Size Description 200 mL Trademark 1 Without Suffix 3M Trademark 2 Without Suffix ScotchWeld
Trademark 3 Without Suffix EPX Type Applicator Units Per Case 1 This 3M personal protective
equipment Misuse of personal protective equipment may For correct product selection and use,Over
the years hes learned what it takes to satisfy a customer. Which, sometimes means going the extra
mile literally. In the early 1990s, on a hot summer day in Columbus, OH, Art, then an employee of a
local packaging supply company, received a call from a customer who had run out of packaging
peanuts and therefore, were unable to ship any orders. With stock located over 100 miles away, his
customer was facing a shut down situation. Art recognized the impact this could have on his
customer and went to work exploring any and all options. Stock could be delivered the next day, but
that wasnt good enough. Art decide to purchase some product from a local competitor and strapped
it onto the top of his car. He recalls driving about 25 mph on back roads to his customers location.
Needless to say his customer was extremely happy and was shipping packages with almost no
downtime. Art on right going the extra mile for his customer. Art has instilled these same values in
everyone here at PacknTape and our everyday activities. You can rest assured our experts will work
to understand your business’s priorities and processes to ensure you get the products you need,
when you need them. With extra lead time and direct access to the latest and greatest in 3M
products and pricing, we are poised to help you keep your business on the cutting edge.
Understanding We have dedicated 3M Strategic Account Specialists on our team, ready to provide
personalized solutions for even your toughest applications. Our Specialists receive specialized
product training at 3M headquarters and work closely with 3M’s local product specialists.

Our entire sales staff has access to online and fieldbased training as well as enhanced product
information. These resources give us an understanding of 3M product solutions you won’t find
anywhere else. Our onsite expert works to understand your business’s priorities and processes, so



you get the solutions you need, when you need them. Confidence In order to partner with 3M as a
Strategic Distributor, PacknTape has demonstrated our company’s strength and our commitment to
providing ongoing support to our customers. We are dedicated to bringing you value for the long
haul. When product is available, ground orders typically ship after a 3 business day warehouse
processing time. Air orders typically ship same day if orders are entered by 1100am Mountain
Standard Time. If you are shipping to a new address, please allow 1 day extra for shipto account
setup. These are estimates and could change if special circumstances prevail. Shipping Errors
Customer must notify us within 14 days of receiving product if there is a shipping error. Incorrect
Address Be sure to pay close attention to your shipping address information on the checkout page.
The customer is responsible for providing correct shipping address information. If an order is
shipped to an incorrect address provided by the customer, the customer takes full responsibility to
retrieve the package or will be responsible for the full cost of the items shipped. Pricing All products
on this site are sold for profit.Returns cannot be processed without an RMA number. When returning
products, we strongly recommend the use of a carrier that can track packages. You also assume
responsibility for insuring the returned item. A minimum restocking fee of 25% or more, depending
on the item, manufacturer policies, and circumstances. Return shipping is at your expense. If any of
the product has been used and not in resalable as new condition, we cannot issue you a refund.
Made to order items are NOT returnable.

PacknTape must be notified within 14 days of receiving material for return authorization. Only stock
items are returnable depending on manufacturers policy. All products are sold with their respective
manufacturer’s warranties. Please note that warranty periods and services vary by manufacturer
and product. NOTE If a customer ships product outside the USA all warranties are void and no
returns are accepted regardless of circumstances. Shipping Errors Customer must notify us within
14 days of receiving product if there is a shipping error Defective Merchandise If a product is
suspect of being defective, only a portion of the suspected product may be returned until the factory
completes required testing to determine if the product is within specification. PacknTape will pay for
the shipping charges but it is the responsibility of the client to package the product in a suitable
fashion. If the product is found to be defective then arrangements will be made to return the
product. After the product is checked in and inspected a credit will be issued to the card used to
purchase it. Cancellation Policy Once a customer completes the checkout procedure and the order is
processed it cant be cancelled. At this point the customer must follow our return policy. If a
customer refuses shipment of an order placed online, no returns will be accepted. If the customer
changes their mind about an order they must go through the return policy. Incorrect Address Be
sure to pay close attention to your shipping address information on the shopping cart page. Pricing
All products on this site are sold for profit.We hope you enjoy shopping at PacknTape.


